
China Seed Market To Hit $3.9 Billion!

Shandong Zhouyuan Seed and Nursery Co., Ltd (SZSN)
$0.28 UP 16.6%

China is the second largest seed market in the world. China’s current market 
is $2.9 Billion annually and experts forecast it to hit $3.9 Billion 
in the next 2.5 years. SZSN is already expanding to keep ahead of the demand. 
Read the news, and watch for more Monday. Get on SZSN!



Background in trading systems and vendors and a background in OMS systems.
Experience with designing and developing tables, queries, stored procedures, tri
ggers and SQL.
Strong profession presence with the ability to clarify requirements and priority
 in a fast moving trading floor environment.
A proven ability to work in a team environment with geographically distributed t
eam members.
Ability to contribute tactical solutions in resolving matters.
Responsible for hand-on implementation of tactical solutions to bridge the gap b
etween the local processes and the global solutions.
For many years, the successful combination of these three entities has been the 
key to corporate profitability.
This candidate should also display technical aptitude and have the ability to wo
rk in a globally distributed development environment.
Weblogic Portal, Excellent Java development skills, Understanding of Design Patt
erns, EJB, JSP, AJAX, Java Script, SOAP, XML, HTML.
Wall Street is looking for candidates who can solve real business problems using
 financial technology.
This candidate must have prior experience in the design, development, testing an
d deployment of web-based solutions.
This individual will be responsible for communicating with production support gr
oups, groups of developers, architects, infrastructure engineers and management.

This candidate will be the primary day-to-day liaisons for the desk aligned trad
ers in Synthetic Equity, charged with building strong partnerships with key busi
ness users.
In this role, you will have regular interaction with the business, application d
evelopment teams, senior managers, and the wider Prime Brokerage support structu
re.
Bachelors degree in Computer or Finance-related majors.
This candidate must have prior experience in the design, development, testing an
d deployment of web-based solutions.
Experience with Equity Historical Financial Data.
Knowledge of FIX or other similar protocols is a plus as is prior experience wor
king with order management systems, FIX, or other exchange connectivity.
Experience with Equity Historical Financial Data.
This individual will be responsible for communicating with production support gr



oups, groups of developers, architects, infrastructure engineers and management.

Strong profession presence with the ability to clarify requirements and priority
 in a fast moving trading floor environment.
BS in computer science or related science major.
Organizational skills and proven ability to interact successfully and profession
ally with cross-functional, remote teams and clients to work productively within
 a team environment and independently.
This individual will be the focal point for all compliance and controls initiati
ves for GME Technology at the GTO, IB IT, and GME Technology levels.
Whether it be Equities or Fixed Income, Foreign Exchange or Commodities, to be a
n elite performer,  you must combine a gift for software engineering, with a str
ong financial  services acumen.
Experience with FIX, Exchange Connectivity and Equities is a plus as is Wall Str
eet experience.
Hands-on, advanced experience using Excel and knowledge of SQL is highly desirab
le.
Experience with designing and developing tables, queries, stored procedures, tri
ggers and SQL.
Development on substantive application software products.
Additionally, you will work with a core risk reporting team in London to develop
 a strategic reporting infrastructure.
NET, CORBA, dBus, Tivoli, FIX, Sybase, Oracle, Xenomorph preferred.
Experience with structured credit derivatives or derivatives in general.
Experience with Java is a plus.
Experience with designing and developing tables, queries, stored procedures, tri
ggers and SQL.
Hands on application support for the day-to-day operation of mission critical ap
plications.
Experience with Java is a plus.
This individual’s financial services competencies should include or span the pan
-equity Trading environment.
Strong profession presence with the ability to clarify requirements and priority
 in a fast moving trading floor environment.
Attention to detail and ability to work with large volume of data.
This candidate will also work with application support team to provide second li
ne support for the product set.
Responsible for hand-on implementation of tactical solutions to bridge the gap b
etween the local processes and the global solutions.
This individual will be responsible for communicating with production support gr
oups, groups of developers, architects, infrastructure engineers and management.

Specific knowledge of street wide compliance initiatives such as SOx and other i
ndustry regulated initiatives.
In this role, you will implement tactical analysis, reporting and other ad hoc a
pplications.
Experience with Java is a plus.
This candidate should also display technical aptitude and have the ability to wo
rk in a globally distributed development environment.
Experience in relational database and SQL programming, network programming, Java
 performance tuning, and experience with developing scalable, robust, high perfo
rmance systems.
NET, CORBA, dBus, Tivoli, FIX, Sybase, Oracle, Xenomorph preferred.
Experience with Java is a plus.
Knowledge of Fixed Income business combined with Quantitative Skills and the abi
lity to work under pressure and handle multiple tasks in a fast pace environment
 is also required.
In this role, you will have regular interaction with the business, application d
evelopment teams, senior managers, and the wider Prime Brokerage support structu
re.



Work experience with International Data is a big plus.
Responsible for hand-on implementation of tactical solutions to bridge the gap b
etween the local processes and the global solutions.
Working knowledge of mainframe, distributed and web technology platforms with a 
familiarity with workflow optimization or business process reengineering techniq
ues is also a plus.
This individual will be responsible for communicating with production support gr
oups, groups of developers, architects, infrastructure engineers and management.

NET, MQ Series, Distributed Systems experience is also required.
Experience with FIX, Exchange Connectivity and Equities is a plus as is Wall Str
eet experience.
Experience with designing and developing tables, queries, stored procedures, tri
ggers and SQL.
This candidate will be the primary day-to-day liaisons for the desk aligned trad
ers in Synthetic Equity, charged with building strong partnerships with key busi
ness users.
In this role, you will implement tactical analysis, reporting and other ad hoc a
pplications.
Experience with Java is a plus.
Good understanding of the US and Global Fixed Income markets.
Strong working knowledge of Equity Trading technologies, vendors, and the indust
ry market place.
NET, MQ Series, Distributed Systems experience is also required.
Proven communication skills, both verbal and written.
Bachelors degree in Computer or Finance-related majors.
This individual’s financial services competencies should include or span the pan
-equity Trading environment.
Knowledge of derivatives products including Equity Swaps, CFDs, futures, options
, Interest Rate Swaps, repurchase agreements, stock loan, Credit Default Swaps a
nd convertible bonds is also a plus.
This candidate will also work with application support team to provide second li
ne support for the product set.
Whether it be Equities or Fixed Income, Foreign Exchange or Commodities, to be a
n elite performer,  you must combine a gift for software engineering, with a str
ong financial  services acumen.
Experience with FIX, Exchange Connectivity and Equities is a plus as is Wall Str
eet experience.
In this role, you will implement tactical analysis, reporting and other ad hoc a
pplications.
This candidate will design and develop the server side WSRP infrastructure and d
evelop the consumer and producer portlets; develop authentication and entitlemen
t functionality.
Whether it be Equities or Fixed Income, Foreign Exchange or Commodities, to be a
n elite performer,  you must combine a gift for software engineering, with a str
ong financial  services acumen.
This individual’s financial services competencies should include or span the pan
-equity Trading environment.


